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Nowadays e-commerce has influentially extended to everywhere and anytime. Also, wearable technology, a newly developing and industrializing technology, is a “next to skin” product, by which people can easily and quickly involve wireless and interactive IT events. Since these two areas have already grown independently, to combining these two technologies will address e-commerce to another informatics platform with even more convenience. High-tech fashion in wearable technology devices, such as Smart Watch, activity trackers and Smart Glasses are growing in popularity as the functionality improves and their design becomes more stylized (High-Tech Fashion, 2014). The well-developed and practical technologies for companies will allow for their developers and designers to efficiently create and save time while making consumers lives easier. Therefore, wearable technology is a useful tool to make this happened. By combining these together will make an easier life for consumers and industry, expanding the economy.

In the past, the most research on e-commerce has been focusing on webpage users and mobile users. In addition, there is a positive relationship between attitude toward online store and purchase intention via webpage and mobile apps. The fashion industry launched wearable technology in 2014; therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the consumer behavior regarding Smart Watch focusing on attitude shift on online shopping with a theoretical approach. This research uses the theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) and the diffusion of innovation theory (DIT) (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971) to better understanding consumer behavior regarding the adoption of Smart Watch. The proposed conceptual model based on two theories include attitude toward, subjective norm, perceived behavior control, and social media influence. Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO said Apple Watch is a most personal product that Apple made and it is a revolutionary product that changes people’s daily life. Apple Watch gives people an opportunity to live closer with your family and friends; therefore, the subjective norm becomes an important element that influences customers’ intention to use it. The price, time, and resources will influence regarding using Apple Watch. Social media influence consumers’ attitude toward brand and intention to purchase (Abzari, Ghassemi, & Vosta, 2014). Based on DIT (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971), Lu, Chang, and Chang (2014) concluded that consumers have strongly positive attitude toward supported recommendation posts, which influence intention to purchase products. This study also investigated the brand attitude toward Apple, consumers’ involvement toward wearable technology, and other resources to acquire and use of Apple Watch/wearable technology.

We developed the conceptual model by modifying and adding other crucial variables based on the literature, such as brand attitude, involvement with new technology, and past behavior. Dolbec and Chebat (2013) determined that store image and brand experience have a
strong influence for brand attitude. Brand attitude affects consumers to purchase the products regardless of quality or use. According to Lai and Chen (2011), consumer’s involvement has a positive effect on behavioral intentions. Past behaviors directly influence behavioral intention and actual behavior regarding apparel products (De Canniere, De Pelsmacker, & Geuens, 2009). When consumers have positive attitudes toward new technology, the past behavior will directly influence their purchasing and using behavior (Venkatesh, Morris, & Ackerman, 2000).

This modified theory can be adopted to analyze consumer behavior by using attitude toward, subjective norm regarding, and perceived behavior control of using wearable technology, social media influences, brand attitude, involvement with wearable technology, and past behavior regarding using wearable technology. Findings of the research could be helpful to trend forecasting and/or business strategy development by analysis consumers’ purchasing power and utilize social media to attract potential customers. Furthermore, it can be use in fashion industry for analysis new technology, such as 3D body scanner and virtual dressing room.


